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Abstract

When a human and an AI agent collaborate to complete a task and something goes wrong, who is responsible? Prior work has developed theories to describe how people assign responsibility to individuals in teams. However, there has been little work studying the cognitive processes that underlie responsibility judgments in human-AI collaborations, especially for tasks comprising a sequence of interdependent actions. In this work, we take a step towards filling this gap. Using a generative model of agent behavior, we propose a model of responsibility that considers how unexpected an agent’s action was, and what would have happened had they acted differently. We test the model’s predictions empirically and find that in addition to action expectations and counterfactual considerations, participants’ responsibility judgments are also affected by how much each agent actually contributed to the outcome.
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Introduction

Imagine a future where every car is supported by an AI agent with autonomous driving capabilities. Jane starts driving her car manually, she makes a quick stop to leave her kids at school, and then she enters her car again. Alan, her AI driving assistant, offers to drive her to work, she accepts, and she relaxes while enjoying the ride. Alan follows a path, different from the one she would have followed, that seems to have less traffic than usual. Unbeknownst to both of them, there is a car crash blocking a street and they need to turn around and find another (longer) way. As a result, Jane arrives late at work. Who is responsible for the delay? Alan for taking a path that was blocked or Jane for letting the AI drive in the first place? Both of them, since they both drove part of the commute, or none of them, since they didn’t know about the accident?

Questions about responsibility are ubiquitous in our everyday lives and humans make responsibility judgments intuitively even about complex situations such as the one described above. Cognitive scientists have developed and tested different theories about the cognitive process underpinning responsibility judgments (Alicke, 2000; Chockler & Halpern, 2004; Gerstenberg & Lagnado, 2010; Shaver, 2012). However, the increasing development of AI systems that assist and collaborate with humans, rather than replacing them (Balaazadeh Meresht et al., 2022; De et al., 2020, 2021; Mozannar et al., 2022; Okati et al., 2021; Raghun et al., 2019; Straitouri et al., 2021; Wilder et al., 2021), calls for more empirical and theoretical research to shed light on the way humans make responsibility judgments in situations involving human-AI teams (Cañas, 2022). Recent work in that area has identified several factors that influence responsibility judgments (Awad et al., 2020; Lima et al., 2021; Longin et al., 2023). However, this work has not attempted to characterize the underlying cognitive processes that support such judgments. Our work takes a step towards filling this gap by introducing a computational model to predict responsibility judgments for human-AI teams in environments where the two agents collaborate and act sequentially.

Responsibility & counterfactual reasoning

Existing theories about the cognitive process of responsibility attribution have established strong ties with causality (Pearl, 2009) and counterfactual reasoning (Byrne, 2016; Kahneman et al., 1982; Roese, 1997). Humans tend to consider an object, event, action or agent as (causally) responsible for an outcome if they can mentally simulate an alternative reality where that outcome would have been different if the candidate cause had not existed or occurred in the first place (Beckers, 2023; Chockler & Halpern, 2004; Gerstenberg et al., 2018; Halpern & Kleinman-Weiner, 2018; Lagnado et al., 2013; Langenhoff et al., 2021; Triantafyllou et al., 2022; Wu & Gerstenberg, 2024; Wu et al., 2023; Xiang et al., 2023; Zultan et al., 2012). In that context, Gerstenberg et al. (2021) have developed the counterfactual simulation model (CSM), a computational model that accurately predicts the extent to which people perceive an object (e.g., a moving billiard ball) as a cause of an observed outcome (e.g., potting another ball). Specifically, using a physics engine to approximate people’s intuitive understanding of physics (Gerstenberg & Tenenbaum, 2017; Ullman et al., 2017), the model performs (stochastic) simulations of counterfactual situations where the candidate cause (e.g., the moving billiard ball) is removed from the scene or slightly perturbed. Then, it predicts participants’ causal judgments based on the estimated probability that the outcome would have been different had the respective intervention on the candidate cause taken place.

More recently, Wu et al. (2022, 2023) have explored extensions of the CSM in social settings using Markov decision processes (MDPs) (Sutton & Barto, 2018) as generative models of agent behavior. Reminiscent of the results in the phys-
Figure 1: Illustration of a commute in our semi-autonomous driving environment. The human agent (Jane) and the AI are both in the same car and their goal is to reach the workplace within the time limit shown above the grid. The sign indicates that the AI is in control. The grid contains three traffic spots, one congested and two non-congested, whose status is initially known only to the AI. It also contains a road closure which is known to the human but unknown to the AI. Obstacles that are unknown to the agent in control but known to the other agent appear faded. The arrow signs marked on the car indicate the direction that the driver in control is planning to follow. The 3 × 3 rectangle around the car represents the agents’ field of view via which they discover obstacles that are previously unknown to them. Here, the accident present at the top right of the grid becomes visible only after the car goes next to it and it enters the agent’s field of view.

Our contributions

We further extend the CSM by developing and experimenting with a stylized but rich semi-autonomous driving environment, where a human and an AI agent collaborate towards a common objective. A distinctive feature of the setting we focus on is that the two agents share the same goal but have partial and differing knowledge about elements of the physical environment they operate in. As a result, they hold different beliefs about the state of the world, which they update either via direct observations or via inferences from each other’s actions. Moreover, the two agents take a series of interdependent actions, and their relationship is asymmetric, with the human having (some) control over the actions of the AI which, in turn, plays an assistive role. We propose a model of responsibility for the human and the AI that relies on counterfactual simulations to estimate how unexpected an agent’s action was, and what would have happened had each agent acted differently. In an online experiment, we find that participants’ responsibility judgments about the human are affected by counterfactuals and are well-captured by our model. On the other hand, a simpler model based solely on the actual contribution to the outcome captures responsibility judgments about the AI.

Computational model

We develop a 2D gridworld environment that simulates and illustrates stylized cases of commute. Below, we start by providing a high-level description of our environment. Then, we formalize its main elements, and we introduce a generative model of agent behavior. Building upon that, we propose a model to predict responsibility judgments about the human and the AI agent in individual commutes.

Environment description

Consider the illustration in Figure 1: The two agents (human & AI) are in a car, which is initially placed at the bottom left corner of an 8 × 8 grid consisted of black and white (road) tiles. The grid is known to both agents a priori and they both share a common goal – to reach the human’s workplace at the top right corner within a given time limit. The simulation proceeds in time steps and, at each time step, the car is controlled either by the AI or the human. The agent who is in control can move the car horizontally or vertically by one tile per time step. Moving to a tile is possible only if it is white (i.e., a road) and it is not blocked by a road closure or an accident. The grid may also contain traffic spots that are either

1Our code and data are accessible at https://github.com/ciclstanford/responsibility_sequential
congested or not congested for the entire commute, with congested ones causing the car to remain idle for 10 time steps.

Each agent has only partial knowledge of potential obstacles in the environment. The human knows about road closures and the locations of the traffic spots but not about their congestion status. The AI knows everything about traffic spots but it is unaware of road closures. Lastly, accidents may appear randomly on any tile, and they are unknown to both of them. Each agent discovers a previously unknown obstacle only once it enters their field of view surrounding the car.

The two agents collaborate with each other by switching control of the car. One of them starts driving and, at a randomly chosen time step, the AI asks the human whether they want to switch control for the remainder of the commute. If the AI is driving, it requests confirmation to continue; if the human is driving, the AI asks whether it should take control of the car. The human decides based on the information they have about the environment at the time, and we will refer to this decision as the switching decision. The agent who is in control after that point drives until they reach the workplace (success) or until time runs out (failure).

Formal framework

Our environment can be described using the framework of decentralized partially observable MDPs (Bernstein et al., 2002; Oliehoek, Amato, et al., 2016; Triantafyllou et al., 2022). Therein, an episode unfolds over $T$ time steps (here, the time limit to reach the workplace) and includes more than one agent (here, the human and the AI) who act independently. At each time step $t$, the process is characterized by a state $s_t \in S$ and, in our case, contains information about the world such as the location of the car and the identity of the current driver. The two agents take actions $a_{H,t} \in \mathcal{A}_H$, $a_{AI,t} \in \mathcal{A}_{AI}$, that correspond to doing nothing, moving on the grid, offering or accepting/rejecting to switch control and combinations thereof. A function $f_S : S \times \mathcal{A}_H \times \mathcal{A}_{AI} \rightarrow S$ controls the (deterministic) transitions between states and, at each time step, the agents receive a numerical reward – a positive value if the car has reached the workplace and $-1$ otherwise. Their goal is to maximize their total reward. Moreover, each agent is characterized by a belief $P_{agent}$ about the state of the world and takes actions $a$ sampled from a (stochastic) policy $\pi_{agent}(a \mid P_{agent})$.

Beliefs & observations

Here, we focus on the agents’ beliefs and their (partial) observability model, which form the basis for our generative model of agent behavior and the responsibility model we present next. The two agents start with their own prior beliefs, formalized as two distributions $P_H$, $P_{AI}$ over all states in $S$, where the uncertainty originates from their partial knowledge about obstacles (i.e., traffic spots, road closures, accidents) that may be present on the grid.

Since the human is aware of road closures, their prior belief has zero probability on states $s$ whose road closures do not match with the true state $\theta_0$. Moreover, since accidents are unexpected, we set the prior probability of any state that contains an accident to a negligible amount close to zero. To model the human’s ignorance about the congestion status of $K$ usual traffic spots in the grid, we set their prior uniformly over states corresponding to the $2^K$ different combinations of congestion status. The AI’s prior is defined in a similar way, ensuring that the AI knows the true congestion status of traffic spots but ignores potential road closures and accidents.

At each time step, the two agents receive an observation $o_t = \text{FOV}(s_t)$ that includes all the obstacles within their field of view. Based on this observation, both agents update their beliefs about the state of the world by eliminating any state that would contradict their field of view, that is,

$$P_{agent}(s \mid o_t) = \mathbb{1}[o_t = \text{FOV}(s)] \cdot P_{agent}(s) \, \forall s \in S,$$

where $\mathbb{1}[\cdot]$ denotes the indicator function. Moreover, whenever the AI is in control of the car, the human receives an enhanced observation $o_t = (\text{FOV}(s_t), a_{AI,t})$ that also includes the AI’s action. Motivated by prior work that models action understanding as Bayesian inverse planning (Baker et al., 2009, 2017), we assume that they update their belief about the congestion status of the traffic spots based on the direction that the AI intends to move. Let $a_{AI,t} = d$ denote a movement in direction $d$ (e.g., $d = \text{LEFT}$) and $\pi_{H}$ be the human’s policy. The human performs a Bayesian update on their belief by considering the likelihood that they would have chosen direction $d$ if they had the same belief as the AI. Formally, let $P_H$ be a function that takes as input a state $s$ and returns a belief (i.e., a distribution over states) oblivious to any road closures in $s$ that have not yet entered the agents’ field of view. The human’s Bayesian update, as described above, takes the form

$$P_H(s \mid a_{AI,t} = d) \propto \pi_H(d \mid P_{AI}(s)) \cdot P_H(s) \, \forall s \in S.$$

Generative model of agent behavior

Similar to prior work, we consider the human and the AI to behave as approximate planners (Wu et al., 2022, 2023), who tend to take the shortest path to the workplace. We assume that they choose a direction with a probability inversely proportional to ETA($d \mid P_{agent}$), that is, the time they expect they will need to reach the workplace if their next movement is in direction $d$. To compute ETA($d \mid P_{agent}$), we run Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959) on a graph whose nodes correspond to tiles of the grid and edge weights represent the time required to move from one tile to the other averaged over states following from the agent’s belief $P_{agent}$. Then, an agent’s policy is given by the softmax

$$\pi_{agent}(d \mid P_{agent}) \propto e^{-\text{ETA}(d \mid P_{agent})}.$$  

(1)

Whenever the AI is in control, it selects a movement direction (e.g., LEFT) and, with a probability $p_{\text{switch}}$, it may also ask the human for confirmation (e.g., LEFT & ASK). If the human is in control, the AI decides between asking the human to switch or doing nothing, again with probability $p_{\text{switch}}$.

When the human encounters a prompt by the AI, they have to make a switching decision, that is, to decide whether they or the AI will drive the second half of the commute. We assume they behave rationally and they choose between the two
options proportionally to their probability of a successful outcome \( S \). Let \( P(S|P_H, \text{SWITCH}) \), \( P(S|P_H, \neg \text{SWITCH}) \) be the success probability estimates of the human for each option. We assume that the human estimates these via Monte Carlo simulations. For the option that corresponds to them driving the second half, they perform \( L \) simulations of their driving behavior using Eq. 1 and compute the total success rate. For the option involving the AI, they sample \( L \) possible states \( s \sim P_H \) and, for each sample, they simulate the AI’s driving using Eq. 1 and the belief \( P_H(s) \) introduced earlier. Based on the estimated probabilities of success, the human makes a (stochastic) decision \( a_{sw} \in \{ \text{SWITCH}, \neg \text{SWITCH} \} \) using the softmax

\[
\pi_H(a_{sw}|P_H) \propto e^\theta P(S|P_H,a_{sw}).
\]  

(2)

Responsibility model

Given a commute instance generated by our environment, we predict responsibility judgments as a function of probabilities estimated by performing counterfactual simulations that use the aforementioned generative model. In our experiment, we focus on failure instances and thus, the counterfactual probabilities we consider here focus on counterfactual successes.

Human responsibility  We predict that participants hold the human responsible for an observed failure relative to the extent that they would have succeeded had they made a different switching decision. Let \( a_{sw} \) denote the observed switching decision of the human. Then, we write the counterfactual probability of success as \( P(S|a_{sw}, \text{do}(\neg a_{sw})) \), where \( \text{do}(\cdot) \) denotes a counterfactual intervention (Pearl, 2009). Due to the multiplicity of counterfactual interventions in sequential decision-making (Tsirtsis & Gomez-Rodriguez, 2023; Tsirtsis et al., 2021) and the varying sensitivity of responsibility to each intervention’s expectancy (Gerstenberg et al., 2018; Petrocelli et al., 2011), our model also considers the extent to which the alternative switching decision was expected. We will refer to this quantity as counterfactual expectancy, and we assume it is given by \( \pi_H(\neg a_{sw}|P_H) \) and is proportional to the likelihood of success associated with the alternative decision (see Eq. 2).

Our responsibility model considers the effects of the two factors both individually and jointly:

\[
r_H = \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \pi_H(\neg a_{sw}|P_H) + \alpha_3 P(S|a_{sw}, \text{do}(\neg a_{sw})) + \alpha_4 \pi_H(\neg a_{sw}|P_H) \cdot P(S|a_{sw}, \text{do}(\neg a_{sw}))
\]  

(3)

AI responsibility  Our proposed model for the AI predicts that participants hold the AI responsible for an observed failure relative to the extent that the two agents would have succeeded if the AI had not assisted at all, and we write that counterfactual probability as \( P(S|\text{AI}, \text{do}(\neg \text{AI})) \). Moreover, since the AI plays a more supportive role, we assume the participants’ primary responsibility judgment is for the human, and the AI responsibility is complementary to the former. Let \( I[\text{AI}] \) denote the event that the AI drove for at least one tile. Then, our responsibility model takes the form

\[
r_{AI} = \beta_1 + \beta_2 I[\text{AI}] P(S|\text{AI}, \text{do}(\neg \text{AI})) + \beta_3 (r_{max} - r_H).
\]  

(4)

Experiment

Our experiment asks participants to assign responsibility in a human-AI collaboration task (see Figure 1). We compare participants’ responsibility judgments to the predictions of our responsibility model as well as a set of alternative models.

Methods

Participants  The experiment was preregistered\(^2\) and conducted online via Prolific. We recruited 50 participants (age: \( M = 37, SD = 12 \); gender: 31 female, 18 male, and 1 undisclosed; \( race: 5 \) Asian, 2 African American, 4 Multiracial, 38 White, and 1 undisclosed) who received $12/hour.

Procedure  Participants were introduced to the semi-autonomous driving environment and the behavior of the two agents within it. They were asked 6 comprehension questions that they had to answer correctly before proceeding to the main experiment. The experiment consisted of 16 trials where the agents failed to reach the target destination on time.

On each trial, participants first watched an interactive step-by-step illustration of the respective commute, and then, they were asked to provide responsibility judgments while watching a video replay of the commute. The two questions (“to what extent is the [human / AI] responsible for not reaching on time?”) were presented separately, and participants provided their responses with two continuous sliders ranging from 0 (“Not at all”) to 100 (“Very much”). The average completion time of the experiment was 21 minutes (SD = 10).

Design  The 16 trials of our experiment consist of 8 twin trials: pairs of trials where the observed commutes are exactly the same, but a small difference between the two grids alters the counterfactual outcome that would have occurred had the human made a different switching decision (see Fig. 2 for examples). To ensure participants do not recognize twin trials, we mirrored the twin gridworlds on the diagonal. The 8 twin trials manipulate 3 main factors: (i) whether the AI or the human is the initial driver, (ii) whether they switch control, and (iii) whether the decision of the human (not) to switch control was right or wrong at the moment that it was made. We will refer to that last factor as the human’s decision quality, and we consider a decision to be right if the human believes that it leads to a higher probability of success (see Eq. 2). Across all trials, the path that each agent follows was sampled from our generative model given by Eq. 1. To manipulate factors (ii) and (iii), we generated switching decisions manually.

Results & Discussion

Do counterfactual outcomes influence human responsibility judgments?  We investigate to what extent the way participants assign responsibility to the human differs depending on whether they would have reached the workplace on time had they made a different switching decision. To this end, we focus on pairs of twin trials and perform the following analysis. Let \( r_H(p,tw[S]) \) and \( r_H(p,tw[F]) \) denote the responsibility judgment in trial \( S \) and \( F \) of the human, respectively.
success). In the trial where the traffic spot is not congested, had the human made a different switching decision, the agent who would have driven the second half would have reached the workplace on time following the dashed line. In the trial where the traffic spot is congested, the counterfactual outcome would have been a failure, same as the observed outcome. The figure below each illustration shows participants’ judgments about the human’s responsibility in the two twin trials. Colored points show means, and error bars show bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. Each pair of gray points connected with a line shows the judgments of a single participant across the two twin trials.

Figure 2: Examples of twin trials and human responsibility judgments. Each illustration shows a joint summary of two trials whose observed paths, outcomes, and decisions made by the agents are exactly the same. The grids of the two trials differ only in the congestion status of traffic spots illustrated as half colored ( ). In the trial where the traffic spot is not congested, participants’ judgments vary considerably, with some of them failing to reach on time whenever a different switching decision was incorrect. Moreover, across all trials, participants hold the human more responsible for failure success (S) and failure (F), respectively. Figure 3a shows that the AI’s average responsibility assigned to the human and the AI across trials varies considerably, with some of them assigning equal or slightly less responsibility to the human.

Does the human’s decision quality make a difference to responsibility judgments? We first look at the average responsibility assigned to the human and the AI across trials where the human’s switching decision is right and wrong, respectively. Figure 3a shows that the AI’s average responsibility remains the same independently of the human’s decision quality, while the human’s responsibility increases when their decision was wrong. Moreover, across all trials, participants hold the human more responsible than the AI.

Additionally, we explore whether the effect of counterfactual outcomes on human responsibility judgments \( \Delta_H \) varies depending on the quality of the switching decision. To test this, we use a dummy variable called decision, and set its value to 0 if the human’s switching decision was right and 1 if it was wrong. We fit a Bayesian linear mixed effects model that includes an additional coefficient measuring the effect of the new variable \( i.e., \Delta_H \sim 1 + \text{decision} + (1 + \text{decision} | p) + (1 | tr) \). We observe that the mean for the posterior of the fixed coefficient of decision is positive and equal to 7.27 (95% CI: [−5.67, 22.94]). While its positive value indicates that participants may focus more on counterfactual outcomes whenever the observed switching decision was wrong, the effect is weak (the credible interval does not exclude 0). This can also be seen by looking directly at the distributions of \( \Delta_H \) across pairs of twin trials with right and wrong decisions respectively (see Figure 3b). The two distributions are concentrated around zero but, in the case of wrong decisions, the distribution has a relatively larger mass on the positive side.

How well do the responsibility models capture participants’ judgments? We start by estimating the required probabilities \( \pi_H(\neg a_{sw} | P_H) \), \( P(S | a_{sw}, \neg a_{sw}) \) and
Our human responsibility model has the lowest RMSE and performs best overall. However, we observe that, when running cross-validations on individual participant responses, the actual contribution model best captures the most participants, followed by the model that uses counterfactual expectancy as predictor.

**Conclusion**

Although our responsibility model performed best overall, there were large individual differences (see Table 1). Those may arise from varying conceptions for how responsibility should be determined for human-AI collaborations and from participants’ varying levels of motivation to carefully reason through the different scenarios (Lieder & Griffiths, 2020).

Our work opens up many interesting avenues for future work. Since the actual contribution model best captured the participants’ judgments about the AI, it would be interesting to explore the relative importance of actual and counterfactual contribution, as well as how this mixture differs when making judgments about humans and AI agents (Xiang et al., 2023).

In our setting, the AI and the human agent differ mainly in what they can do, too. To fit our responsibility model, we have set fixed values for the hyperparameters controlling the uncertainty of the model. In future work, it would be useful to conduct additional experiments to fit those hyperparameters by directly asking participants about counterfactual outcomes and the expectancy of the two agents’ actions. Lastly, in our setting, the agents switch control at most once, and it would be interesting to explore situations that feature a more frequent back and forth between human and AI.
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